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icon on the top-right corner of the screen. So the big question is, why are these icons stuck on the corners of the keyboard? This is obviously Apple's decision to keep the goal of making the Mac as user friendly and "easy" to use as possible. Since they never offer any
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Semynephan Free Download1. Field of the Invention The invention relates to a drain and sewer cover cover of a detachable type and, more particularly, to a drain and sewer cover provided with a cover and a protector integrally formed and fixed in a specified structure,
which can be opened and closed by a standard cover and a protector of separate housing. 2. Description of the Prior Art A conventional sewer and drain cover is mainly provided with a cover and a protector. The cover is a pair of symmetrical frames. The protector is

generally a separate housing. As a conventional cover and protector is not integrally formed, the conventional cover and protector is fixed to a structure by bolts and nuts. The conventional cover and protector is difficult to be disassembled and assembled. It is
inconvenient for a user to take the conventional cover and protector out of the conventional drain and sewer. In order to solve the above problem, the inventor of the invention herein used many times to re-invent the structure of the conventional cover and protector,

and, after many tries and re-inventions, finally discovered that the conventional cover and protector was integrally formed with the cover by hot stamping so that the conventional cover and protector can be easily opened and closed with the cover and the protector. The
inventor's design of the invention herein achieves the effect of simplifying the construction of the conventional cover and protector. The inventor of the invention herein used many times to re-invent the structure of the conventional cover and protector, and, after many

tries and re-inventions, finally discovered that the conventional cover and protector is integrally formed with the cover by hot stamping so that the conventional cover and protector can be easily opened
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